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TIE-BACK LANYARD

WRAPBAX™2 

•   Unique hook with 22kN strength  
gate is specifically designed for 
tie-back use

•   Ergonomic and easy-to-use 
design provides smooth one-
handed operation

•   Open and connect with no 
pinching of fingers even while 
wearing gloves

•   Eliminates the need for a separate 
anchorage connector reducing 
inventory and cost

•   Heavy-duty webbing provides  
five times more abrasion 
resistance for added safety

WRAPBAX™2 Is 
sPECIfICALLY DEsIgNED 
To WIThsTAND ThE
RIgoRous REquIREmENTs 
of TIE-BACK usE !

Single Leg Model 
KE51221925

WE’vE mADE TYINg BACK 
sAfE AND EAsY!
22 KN gATE LoAD 
CAPACITY!



Revolutionary Design is Stronger,  
Safer and Easier to Use
The WrapBax™2 is a new lanyard specifically designed to 
withstand the forces that can occur during tie-back use. 

This lanyard features conectors which use the industry-
preferred, easy to use hook action. It can be operated with the 
use of only one hand eliminating the pinching of fingers even 
while wearing gloves.

Will Stand Up to the Toughest Jobs
Traditional hook designs are not intended for tying back, 
though many workers mistakenly use their standard hooks of 
this purpose.

When standard hooks are utilized this way, the stress and force 
of a fall are placed on the gate, which is not intended for load-
bearing.

The gate may be forced open and injure the worker. The 
unique hook design of WrapBax™2 features the rigorous 22kN 
strength 

requirements, even on the gate. This makes it ideal for tie-back 
use. It is lightweight and incorporates an angled head on the 
hook for easy installation onto the webbing. It features a unique 
look and labeling to easily differentiate it from standard, non-tie 
back compatible snap hooks. With the addition of heavy-
duty abrasion resistant 57kN tensile strength webbing, the 

WrapBax™2 will stand up to 
even the toughest jobs.

Simple, Fast  
and Efficient  
WrapBax™2 is easy to 
operate and convenient 
for the worker. That means 
the WrapBax™2 provides 
the worker with a tool they 
will use safely, eliminating 
the need for a separate 
anchorage connector, thus 
reducing inventory and cost, 
simplifying inspections, 
training and improving 
compliance.

Ultimate Versatility 
and Safety WrapBax™2 
is available in two models, 
in single and double leg 
versions (for 100% tie-off applications). All WrapBax™2 shock 
absorbing lanyards incorporate a unique tearing action when 
subjected to fall arrest forces. This efficiently absorbs energy, 
limiting the maximum arresting force to less then 6kN with free 
space below the anchorage requirements of 6.75m.

WrapBax™2 Models:

Specifications:
Hook material: Alloy steel Web material: 5mm thick nylon web, 57kN minimum tensile strength 
Capacity: Force2™ - 100kg - Fall factor 2 (3.6m free fall), (140kg - Fall factor 1 only (1.8m free fall))
Minimum Breaking Strength: 22kN rated including the gate Standards: complies with CE – EN355.
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Single Leg Models KE51221925: 

WrapBax™2, Force2™ shock pack, single leg, snap hook at 
pack end, tie-back hook at leg end, 1.8m 

Weight: 1.27kg Barcode EAN13: 3660570023754

Twin Leg Models KE51222050: 

WrapBax™2, Force2™ shock pack, double leg 100% tie-off, 
snap hook at pack end, tie-back hooks at leg end, 1.8m 

Weight: 2.13kg Barcode EAN13: 3660570023761

TIE-BACK LANYARD

WRAPBAX™2 


